JAINA TEAM AT VEERAYATAN 3rd GLOBAL CONVENTION, RAJGIR

Three days of Global Convention was held at Rajgir, where JAINA team had attended:

1. A meeting with around 50 Jains from all over the world for Veerayatan Global project.
2. An opening ceremony of B.ED. College new building held at Pawapuri.
3. Cultural programs were performed by school and college students.
4. Various presentations given by other Jain Organizations on how they are working with Veerayatan for education, compassion and upliftment programs.
5. JAINA President had also shared a presentation on how JAINA has been collaborating with Veerayatan since last 35 years and worked on projects like Nepal Earthquake relief, Nepal School Projects, 200 School Projects in India with Veerayatan in last few years.

JAINA wishes to work with Veerayatan for years to come and spread Seva, Shiksha and Sadhana.
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